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GREENING NEWSLETTER
THE BEST IDEAS IN GREEN BUSINESS
20 innovative variations on the theme of sustainability, including business models watching the triple-bottom line and
school districts working to transform our most valuable natural
resource into well-informed stewards follow:
No. 1 Detoxifying Paper Junkies
Conventional Wisdom: Bank employees are addicted to wasting

paper.

New Take: With the support of the CEO and key leadership

personnel, the power of the “go green” suggestion goes a long
way in the banking world. Setting guidelines to prevent waste
can lead to employees coming up with their own initiatives to
further decrease the bank’s carbon footprint.
No. 2 Resolutionary Thinking
Conventional Wisdom: When discussing a topic with a colleague, it is best to speak over the phone or in person,
allowing tone, expression and inflection to be a part of the
conversation so that nothing is misunderstood. However, if
that colleague is in another country, it is often most convenient to contact him/her via e-mail or another method of virtual
communication. This method of communication is also more
environmentally friendly than flying to meet that person or mailing them printed materials.

New Take: Randall-Paulson Architects (RPA) and Hoefer

Wysocki Architects (HWA) create brand recognition and implement their own version of major league baseball’s farm system
by running programs for young architects including: RPA’s
Essay Scholarship Competition for architecture students at
Georgia Tech and the University of Tennessee. HWA is involved in and runs numerous events that give the firm’s young
architects real-life experience, i.e., working with carpenters
and instructors.
No. 5 Living Laboratory Learning
Conventional Wisdom: Students gain knowledge through text-

books, minor experiments and projects and local field trips.
New Take: Hands-on learning is taken to a new level with

RBUSD’s new student-services center, featuring a vegetative
roof as well as demonstration photovoltaic panels—all of which
have been designed so that they are accessible to students
eager to learn about sustainable design principles.
No. 6 Sustainability is More Than Green
Conventional Wisdom: Sustainable is a synonym for environ-

mentally friendly.

New Take: With the Halifax Seaport Farmers’ Market project,

New Take: In the virtual world, the potential for conflict and
strong emotional reaction is greatly increased. This is due to
the absence of visual and vocal cues—making it much harder
to get beyond a breakdown. For that reason, it is especially
important that, when communicating through the virtual world,
we carry an attitude that’s more open, accepting, tolerant and
collaborative in nature—it’s called “resolutionary thinking.”

Archineers (together with Lydon Lynch Architects) integrated
several sustainability ideas into one inspiring project. Not
only is the farmers market a sustainable building project, it is
also sustaining the community of Halifax by giving local business the opportunity to prosper and giving area residents the
offerings of local crops, reducing their dependence on foods
shipped in from other regions and
reducing the community’s carbon
footprint. The impact of this project is
much bigger than the building itself.

No. 3 Innovative Financing for Green Retrofits

No. 7 Sustaining American Business

Conventional Wisdom: Building owners and managers must be

Conventional Wisdom: American-based

able to front large initial costs associated with the purchase
and installation of new, energy-efficient equipment to retrofit
their building.

New Take: Financiers nationwide are creating low-cost loans

for the energy-efficiency improvements of buildings. One
example is the GreenFinanceSF Program, described as the
largest retrofit loan program of its kind in the US. In February
2010, GreenFinanceSF secured nearly $3 million in federal
funding from the Recovery Act, supporting the low-cost loan
program that eases the upfront costs of installing energy-efficient insulation, windows, heating, water fixtures and renewable-energy systems by attaching the financing to the property
and enabling the owners to pay the debt through future taxes.
No. 4 The Farm System for Architecture
Conventional Wisdom: Businesses hire and train employees

through the standard resume-review and interview process,
then market their companies through advertisements and local
event sponsorships.
January/February 2011

Made in
the USA!

manufacturing companies utilize overseas
facilities and employees from foreign
countries to cut costs, which is a factor in
the high levels of unemployment in the US.
New Take: March Industries, Inc. is proud to attest that all of

its products are made in the US and represented by select
distributors who are local, community businessmen. In a time
when the manufacturing industry is prone to doing business
overseas, March conducts its entire business in the US, employing Americans.
No. 8 The Resurgence of Playgrounds
Conventional Wisdom: Greening urban environments are

achieved though the planting of trees and other greenery along
streets and sidewalks and on roofs, along with increasing the
number of parks.
New Take: Healthful urban environments can also be part of

the green movement through the development of new community playgrounds for schools and neighborhoods underserved
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by parks. Such is the mission of City Spaces, the NYC program Mark K. Morrison Landscape Architecture created with
the Trust for Public Land.
No. 9 Store in a Box
Conventional Wisdom: Franchisees spend a great deal of time

finding and customizing space for their business venture.

New Take: In January 2010, BrandPartners launched its new

713/789-8889, Fax 713/789-9786

new spaces: For its California Highway Patrol headquarters
project, the firm took the organization’s confiscated-weapons
collection, melted it down and formed it into rebar used to
reinforce the structural foundations in the new building. In its
design of the California Lottery headquarters, LPAS shredded
recycled Lottery Scratchers tickets and embedded them into
Plexiglas as a design element for accent windows throughout
the building.

Store in a Box division, the company’s second endeavor in
less than a year to diversify revenue by leveraging core business strength. Serving the American franchise industry—an
industry of more than 900,000 businesses providing 20 million
jobs and $2.3 trillion in economic activity—Store in a Box
offers turnkey retail-environment solutions, including initial
store design, millwork, graphics, point-of-sale, merchandising, signage, carpeting, space planning, contract furniture and
general-contracting services. The ability to open quickly and
efficiently is undeniable. Costs are decreased significantly,
implementation time can be driven from months to weeks and
complete store installations are done in a day and a half.

No. 14 Office as Test Space

No. 10 A Green Co-op

No. 15 Sustaining a Sustainable Business

Conventional Wisdom: School districts work individually to pro-

Conventional Wisdom: Making a business green increases its

New Take: Boards of Cooperative Educational Services

New Take: The first definition of sustainability is “to be upheld,”

vide the educational services each can afford.

(BOCES) help school districts save money by pooling resources and sharing costs. Programs they undertake are those that
individual school districts might not have a high need for, but
collective school districts do. The Cayuga-Onondaga BOCES
school has really become a jewel in the center of the community. Not only is it an educational institution by day; but, in the
evening, community groups are using it.

Conventional Wisdom: Building and architecture firms try new

products and practices when the client is ready and willing.

New Take: Housing the Scarano Architect offices on three
of its floors, the York Street Project serves as an instructional
laboratory on structure and design for the firm’s staff. As
stated on the firm’s website, “the entire staff is involved in the
construction process, from procurements to crane placement
and site safety. All materials and systems are presented to the
staff prior to installation and then applied in the field. It is the
ultimate, hands-on, learn-design-build experience.”

popularity and viability

which Newton Vineyard interprets as “to stay in business.”
Chris Millard, the winemaker at Newton Vineyard, explains, “If
you go out of business—say, trying to maintain your organic
certification—it doesn’t do your employees any good, and it
doesn’t do the land any good to sit idle.”
No. 16 The Eco Chic Project
Conventional Wisdom: Vineyards go green by utilizing all-natu-

No. 11 Increase a Building’s IQ
Conventional Wisdom: The most eco-friendly and intelligent

buildings are new structures.

ral, organic, locally-sourced products and practices in developing and maintaining its land and in creating and packaging its
wine.

New Take: For San Diego’s Columbia Center, which was built

New Take: Newton Vineyard is developing multi-faceted green-

No. 12 Inverted Truss Roof

No. 17: Turn Right

Conventional Wisdom: Rainwater-collection systems utilize gut-

Conventional Wisdom: Driving the shortest

in 1982, SENTRE Partners recently implemented wateruse-reduction plumbing elements, waste-production-pattern
analysis, indoor-air quality assessments, environmentally
friendly pest-control measures and green-cleaning and -maintenance practices. As a result of the firm’s efforts, the building
received LEED Gold certification in March 2009. Additionally,
it received an Energy Star rating of 95 and the designation
of “California’s Most Intelligent Building” by RealComm. The
Building Owners and Managers Association also honored it as
San Diego’s “Office Building of the Year.”

ters and downspouts to direct water to cisterns.

New Take: For Hays+Ewing Design Studio’s Stony Point House

project, the firm utilized an innovative inverted-truss-roof
design that serves not only as a unique architectural element complementing the tree canopy, but also as a functional
design, collecting rainwater for irrigation. With primary views
facing west, the roof also offers large overhangs to protect
from unwanted afternoon solar penetration.
No.13 Recycling as a Design Customization

Conventional Wisdom: Décor made from recycled materials con-

sists of various waste matter that has been broken down and
molded into a new product.
New Take: Two LPAS projects illustrate the firm’s creative

abilities in recycling meaningful items to use as décor for
2				

movement efforts. Aside from its vineyard’s own products and
practices, in 2009, the winery launched the Eco Chic project,
commissioning artists to create products out of recycled materials for sale at the winery. This year’s Eco Chic product is
John Pomp’s The Touch, a limitededition, hand-blown glass wine decanter.
10% of he proceeds from sales of The
Touch will go towards sponsorship of
environmental-advocacy group Global
Green USA.

routes with the least amount of stopping
possible will maximize a vehicle’s fuel
efficiency.

New Take: In 2004, UPS deployed a new route-planning

technology that automates the process for minimizing left-hand
turns. Between 2004 and 2009, the technology not only eliminated millions of miles from delivery routes, it saved 10 million
gallons of gas and reduced CO2 emissions by 100,000 metric
tons, equivalent to taking 5,300 passenger cars off the road for
an entire year.
No. 18: Revitalizing Manufacturing Plants
Conventional Wisdom: When the market for an industry is no

longer booming, such as the automobile industry, manufacturing plants shut down, acting as a couch potato on the realestate sofa for years.
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New Take: Michigan effectively is drawing on the strengths

of its legacy as a major player in the automobile sector—the
state has excellent research universities, the most engineering
graduates per capita and more research-and-developmenttechnology centers than any other state—to become a player
in the clean-energy revolution. A manufacturing infrastructure
already exists that can be repurposed to produce clean energy
products, and much of the workforce has related experience.
No. 19: Carbon-Free Biomass Utilization
Conventional Wisdom: In the thinning of biomass density to im-

prove forest and rangeland health, the woody biomass waste
is most often utilized for renewable-energy production.
New Take: Further decrease the carbon footprint by creating

products out of woody biomass in its natural state. “Carbon
emission and sequestration is important to us,” says Chris
McCurry, cofounder of Bark House by Highland Craftsman,
Inc. “We are an important part of the biomass-utilization mix
because, whereas most biomass is burned for fuel, we harvest
biomass waste and use it in its original form so there is no
combustion-released carbon.”
No. 20: A Living Building
Conventional Wisdom: Sustainable and eco-friendly design, fin-

ishes and furnishings are utilized in the building of a structure
in order to lessen that structure’s impact on the environment.

New Take: A living building, formalized by the Cascadia Chap-

ter of the USGBC, goes beyond LEED Platinum standards—
the design will “move beyond doing less damage to doing
something regenerative and positive,” says Bob Berkebile,
principal of BNIM Architects. According to a new financial
study by the Living Building Institute, the cost of achieving
living-building status—in a realm beyond the LEED rating
system—varies greatly by climate and building type. In some
cases, however, constructing a living building can cost as little
as 7% more than LEED Gold and pay for itself within five years
or less.

Bad Green Ideas
With the good, comes the bad. Showing that behind every
good idea is a number of failed attempts, the following are four
of the most notable soiled endeavors to improve the Earth’s
environment in recent years.
BAD IDEA #1: Choosing the Color Green:
Conventional Wisdom: The color green evokes the Earth—de-

spite the fact that the majority of it is blue and a good portion
brown—and standard operating procedure for creating a global
movement is to first create a brand: images, catchphrases
and ideas. By infusing sustainability with the term “green,”
the color was always sure to follow: on packaging, products
and promotional materials. It did. And the revolution seems a
mounting success.
Failed Attempt: Too bad, then, that materials dyed green almost

always are forever contaminated. In a New York Times article,
Alice Rawsthorn talked to Michael Braungart, co-author of
renowned design book Cradle to Cradle, who comments on
the irony of the situation we’ve put ourselves in. “The color
green can never be green because of the way it is made,” he
says. “It’s impossible to dye plastic green or to print green ink
on paper without contaminating them.” The reason for this is
that green is difficult to manufacture and often requires semitoxic substances to stabilize it. Billions of dollars of marketing
and manufacturing have been spent to convince the world that
“green” is the way to go. How many more billions will be spent
January/February 2011
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to change it to blue? Even if someone tried, they would probably find that it’s too late. It can’t be undone.
BAD IDEA #2: A Premature Reliance on Biodiesel
Conventional Wisdom: For years, biofuels were looked to as a

method for reducing greenhouse-gas emissions and alleviating
our reliance on natural resources like oil. Investors and innovators alike raced—and continue to race—to develop alternative fuels. One of the earliest contenders has been biodiesel.
Failed Attempt: At least one type of biodiesel is a really bad

idea: the biofuel made from soybeans actually can produce up
to four times as many climate-warming emissions, states an
EU document that remained hidden from the public until April.
The higher carbon footprint is the result of indirect linkages,
such as the destruction of rainforest land—often by burning—
to access arable land. Like other infamous biofuel failures,
such as ethanol, any biodiesel that relies on a potential food
source and mass cultivation seems to run into a slew of unintended future consequences. The EU has taken a hit from
this report, since its plan to use renewable-energy sources—
mostly biodiesel—for 10% of its energy by the end of the year
now faces an enormous speed bump.
BAD IDEA #3: Lackadaisical Energy Star Approval
Conventional Wisdom: A consumer culture needs a quick,

easy way to differentiate between the tens, if not hundreds,
of choices before them, and the government should provide
some level of consumer protection. Hence, the Energy Star
rating system caught on like wildfire and became an easily
identifiable icon of an eco-friendly product. By all accounts, it
was a success.
Failed Attempt: The bad part of the idea was how the approval

system worked. Automated and with very little oversight, the
system allowed fictional products to be certified and did nothing to prevent companies from slapping the blue Energy Star
logo on unapproved products. After audits by the Government
Accountability Office, the program—a joint effort through the
EPA and the Department of Energy—was found to have serious failings in its labeling of refrigerators, washing machines,
dishwashers, water heaters and room air-conditioners. In an
effort to restore its credibility, the program promises that an
individual employee now will review each product submission.
In addition, energy testing will be performed by independent,
third-party laboratories. It will take time before people trust the
Energy Star label again, which only hurts the makers of the
truly green products even more.
BAD IDEA #4: Peddling the Promise of Clean Coal
Conventional Wisdom: Coal-fired plants produce necessary elec-

tricity and unnecessary C02 products. So scientists developed
a way to isolate carbon from the emitted gases and bury it in
the ground. It was a near miracle: the world could burn coal
and help the environment at the same time.
Failed Attempt: Though the theory was stable, the movement

that had environmentalists, politicians and energy companies
salivating at the possibilities hit a wall that was built from a
number of failings: it hadn’t fully been tested, the amount of
carbon being saved was minimal, it hadn’t proven economically feasible, the process required even more energy than it
saved. The list goes on. Even now—despite US President
Obama’s belief in the potential of clean coal and numerous
other countries’ investments in the latest carbon-capture
technology—the premise of carbon capture and storage (CCS)
is a wobbly one, as activist author Tim Flannery tackles in one
part of his environmental book, The Weather Makers. As a
result of its early herald, there was an instant backlash against
the notion of clean coal, irrevocably sifting renewable energies
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to the forefront of the worldwide environmental debate.
The Ideas Issue, Green Business Quarterly, Sept/Oct 2010, Vol. 4, no. 24, p. 3,
8, 20, 21 23, 28, 30, 34, 37, 39, 42, 46, 48, 53, 55, 58, 62, 64, 68, 76, 78, 80

RECYCLING WINE CORKS
Wine and champagne corks may be deposited
with some local liquor or wine shops or sent to:
Wine Cork Recycling
Yemm & Hart Ltd.
425 North Chamber Drive
Fredericktown, MO 63645

Landfill Capped with
Flexible Energy-Producing Solar Cover
Republic Services, Inc. embarked on an innovative new venture to greatly increase renewable energy output at its landfills.
The company combined a first-of-its-kind solar technology with
an existing biogas-to-energy system to turn a landfill in San
Antonio, TX into a sustainable energy park.
Republic’s latest green energy venture will cover portions of
soon-to-be closed areas of active landfills with flexible, laminate-type photovoltaic (PV) solar collection strips developed by
United Solar. The flexible solar laminates, which capture the
sun’s rays for conversion into electricity, are adhered directly
to a Firestone-manufactured synthetic green-colored geomembrane used to cover and close a landfill as it reaches capacity.
Unlike the more traditional rigid solar panels, which are bulky
and frequently cost-prohibitive to install, Republic’s system
uses flexible nonreflective collection strips less than 1/4” thick.
The flexible solar strips can be configured to maximize the
hours of sunlight exposure throughout the year, depending
upon a landfill’s design and site contours. For its demonstration project, Republic will partner
with CPS Energy, greater San
Antonio’s electric and natural gas
provider, to deploy 5.6 acres of
the 680-acre landfill with the solar
energy cover, attaching over 1,000
Uni-Solar flexible solar strips to the
landfill’s south facing side slope.
Republic and CPS Energy will
study and document the results
of this solar demonstration project
for use in the deployment of solar energy covers on owned
landfills throughout the region.
The new solar cover will complement the landfill’s existing
biogas-to-energy system, in operation since 2002. The system
collects and processes biogas, which is naturally produced
at the landfill through the decomposition of waste. The solar
strips, which have flexible photovoltaic silicon cells that convert
sunlight directly into electricity, will complement the amount of
renewable energy provided by the landfill.
With over 300 days of sunlight in San Antonio per year, Republic estimates that the energy produced by the two fully-operational systems, will continuously create about nine megawatts
of power—enough to power 5,500 area homes.
“The solar energy cover is easier to inspect, maintain and
repair than a traditional clay cap, and is technically superior in
terms of odor control and storm water management,” said Tony
4				
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Walker, project manager for Republic.
Republic Services, Inc. provides trash collection services to
commercial, industrial, municipal and residential customers in
40 states and Puerto Rico through its 400 collection companies. CPS Energy is the nation’s largest municipally- owned
energy company providing both natural gas and electric
service.
“The Ultimate Repurpose,” Green Business Quarterly, Jan/Feb 2011, p. 9
republicservices.com
http://swana.org/Portals/0/pdfs/2010Noms/LFR-Gold.pdf

Energy-Efficient Ice Machines
Energy-efficient ice machines, although not necessarily the
brand standard, are gaining traction at hotels. “Energy-efficient machines are more readily available and affordable than
they were five years ago.” Said Dawn Koenig, VP of brand
performance support for Homewood Suites.
“Energy-efficient units and units manufactured with ecofriendly
materials” are gaining popularity,” said Julie Hausmann, senior
marketing manager at Hoshizaki America. “Some local utility
companies offer rebates for energy-efficient units, both reachins and ice machines.” Most of Hoshizaki America’s products
are Department of Energy compliant and many meet Energy
Star criteria.
Hilton Worldwide’s Homewood Suites cater to extended-stay
travelers who stay five or more nights. Most Homewood
Suites’ properties have an ice machine on each floor of the
hotel as opposed to an automatic icemaker in each guest’s
freezer. However, every guest’s full-size refrigerator/freezer
comes with either an automatic icemaker or trays so they have
the ease of using their room’s ice as well.
In the past, ice machines tended to be in every suite, and
therefore, fewer ice machines were needed in public areas.
While a few new hotels still open with in-suite icemakers, most
now are opening with an ice-machine on every floor instead.
Some advantages of installing ice machines on the floor
instead of in each room: New-build hotels save on construction costs, since the room’s refrigerator doesn’t need a water
line installed. Plus, the hotel saves on installation and hook-up
costs, in addition to the higher costs of refrigerators with builtin ice machines. Plus, added equipment can lead to added
maintenance headaches.
“Over time, we’ve learned that in-suite ice-makers can be
a maintenance nightmare,” Koenig said. “Never mind the
challenge of trying to find a replacement refrigerator with an
icemaker years down the road—not to mention in the right size
and color to match other existing appliances. Our guests tend
to prefer the centralized ice maker with the sanitary dispensing
unit.”
Hertzfeld, Esther, “Energy-efficient ice machines
on the rise,” H&MM, November 8, 2010

ENERGY STAR Commercial Ice Machines
Each ENERGY STAR qualified commercial ice machine can
save businesses energy, about 1,200 kWh annually, or an
average of $110/year on utility bills. Besides energy, commercial ice machines also consume water during operation.
By purchasing products that meet the new ENERGY STAR
criteria, consumers can expect to save an additional $10/year
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and 2,500 gallons/year due to reduced water usage.
Commercial ice machines that have earned the ENERGY
STAR are on average 15% more energy efficient and 10%
more water-efficient than standard models. Air-cooled, cubetype machines are eligible for ENERGY STAR qualification,
including ice-making head, self-contained and remote condensing units. Qualifying models must meet maximum potable
water and energy consumption limits to earn the ENERGY
STAR.
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?fuseaction=find_
a_product.showProductGroup&pgw_code=CIM

Green Laundry Machines
The cost of replacing botched washings and high water bills
due to re-washings can add up to a small fortune. New laundry technologies offer maximum efficiency and throughput,
even helping to protect laundry itself while minimizing wasted
time. “One of the things we couldn’t sacrifice with an energyefficient dryer was dry times,” said Tony Regan, SVP of sales
and marketing for American Dryer Corp. “So we ratcheted
back from a 30% more efficient dryer from a gas-usage
standpoint down to about 22%. On the EcoDry ES 76, we
incorporate residual moisture-control, which senses moisture
of the products and shuts itself off so there is no over-drying or
under-drying. We’ve taken the guesswork out.”
“There is always further automation,” said Joel Jorgensen,
VP of sales for ALLY MEMBER Continental Girbau. “While
natural fibers are actually quite durable, and can last a long
time, it has to be handled properly, and that means exposing
it to the correct amount of chemistry, the right amount of time,
dilution, etc. That’s why automation is so important—it eliminates human error.”
While laundry equipment may not win any awards for aesthetic
artistry, the design of every machine is becoming increasingly important from its physical shape to its accessibility and
ecological impact.
“What we have found since the downturn in the hospitality
business has been more attention to back-room operational
impact,” said Jorgensen. “The engineers and architects are
saying, ‘we’d like your input.’ We try to bring quality design to
facilitate workflow. We discuss storage requirements and even
provide some planning services so the architect is not surprised when they work with us.” Ideally, these new machines
will increase longevity—the more automated machines become, the less chance there is for human error and thus less
chance for damaging machines and having to replace them.
Tandy, Katie, “Mean green laundry machines,”
H&MM, November 22, 2010, p. 17

green garden inn
Arlington County, VA has adopted the LEED-rating system
as a way to measure the energy and environmental performance of buildings in the county. Each project must include a
LEED-accredited professional as part of the project team, and
a LEED scorecard must be submitted as part of the site-plan
application. Additionally, projects must prepare and implement
a construction-waste management plan, and for multi-family
residential projects, appliances and fixtures must meet the
EPA’s Energy Star standards. All site plan projects that do
not receive LEED certification from the USGBC must make a
January/February 2011		
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contribution to the County’s Green Building Fund, calculated at
a rate of $0.03 per square foot.
It’s hoped that the six-story, 142-room Shirlington Hilton Garden Inn will receive LEED Silver for its many green features—
one of the major sustainable elements of the project is its
location. A transportation-management plan has been created
to promote the use of several environmentally-friendly modes
of transportation that are available in the area. Other green
features include:
Water: Only native plants are used, so there is no need for
irrigation; through the combination of low-flow fixtures and lowflow showerheads, the hotel will
save 286,625 gallons of potable
water each year.
Heating and cooling: The
energy cost of the building will be
20% less than normally required
by an ASHRAE standard. This
was achieved by introducing a
new HVAC system for the hotel
rooms. Normally a PTAC unit would be installed in each guest
room; but, instead, they are installing a more efficient city-multi
unit by Mitsubishi.
Lighting: The hotel’s lighting system was designed so that
the wattage per square foot was reduced to 22% less than
what is required, further saving additional energy consumption.
Low-VOC materials: Only low-emitting materials were used
for adhesives, paints and carpet.
Cleaning program: Another innovative strategy used to make
the management of the hotel more sustainable is a greencleaning program.
This Hilton Garden Inn was designed in accordance with all
the facets of sustainability. It is a hotel that not only is environmentally efficient, but it is a place that promotes the welfare of
the community, employees and guests.
Schaeffer, Julie, “green garden inn,” gbdmagazine.com,
September 2010, p. 92-93.

Clash on Chemicals in Consumer Goods
It’s almost unthinkable now that environmentalists and manufacturers once stood together as Gov. Schwarzenegger signed
a bill making California the first state to regulate toxic chemicals in consumer products. Two years later, with regulations
set to take effect in January, the long-time foes are increasingly at odds over how the state should implement regulations
that would apply to everything from baby bottles to cars.
Environmentalists complain the plan is too slow to be effective,
while manufacturers say the state rushed to draft regulations
so bureaucratic and broad they would even apply to the sale of
a used boat. The Department of Toxic substances Control has
revised the rules to address criticism as companies threaten to
sue if forced to share the chemical makeup of their products.
Proponents hope the law won’t become mired in legal wrangling because the stakes are high: Other states, the federal
government and even other countries are watching as the new
law moves toward reality.
There are tens of thousands of chemicals in the stream of
commerce—chemicals found in everyday products from com-
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mercial paint to tires. 85% of chemicals that come on the market “have zero info about health and safety,” said Joseph Guth,
scientist at the Berkeley Center for Green Chemistry. “We’re
really talking about a giant task that has only gotten bigger—
the backlog of evaluating all the chemicals in commerce is
enormous,” he said.
Schwartz, Noaki, The Associated Press, “Clash ahead on chemicals
in consumer goods,” Ft. Worth Star Telegram, November 22, 2010

Colgate-Palmolive Company
ALLY MEMBER Colgate-Palmolive Company is a manufacturer of cleaning and personal care products including brands
such as Palmolive®, Ajax®, Fabuloso®, Softsoap® Brand and
Murphy® Oil Soap. We manufacture a full line of products
including floor cleaners, bathroom cleaners, disinfectants,
dishwashing liquids, degreasers, sanitizers, liquid soap and
oral care products.
We also offer a line of cleaning products that have been granted the EPA ‘Design
for the Environment’
seal. This seal is given
to products that offer
more positive environmental characteristics
than conventional cleaning formulations*.
We offer cleaning products to meet all of your cleaning and
sanitation needs. And Colgate-Palmolive’s Commercial Customer Group includes a staff of industry experts and professionals that could assist you with the special needs of your
facility and customize a cleaning procedure program that best
meets your requirements.
*EPA Design for the Environment (DFE) partnership agreement between US
EPA and Colgate-Palmolive Company.

An Opportunity to REDUCE Your Electric Bill?

by Rich Zuccaro, Power Factor Program Manager, Staco
Energy, 937/253-1191x185, zuccaror@stacoenergy.com

You may be paying more than is necessary for electricity if
your power factor is not as high as it could be. In a recent ruling, the New York State Public Service Commission stated that
“Reactive power charges . . . should . . . be a component of the
rate structure for the large customer classes. All customers
will benefit . . . through active participation by large customers who choose to reduce their reactive power usage . . . by
installing on-site equipment to improve their power factors.”
Consequently, several New York State utilities will be raising
the target power factor that their customers with a monthly
demand of more than 500 kW must maintain to not be charged
this penalty from 90% to 95%, or implementing a power factor
penalty for the first time. This will put them in line with many
utilities across the nation as most charge a power factor
penalty to at least some of their customers—in some cases to
customers with a demand as low as 20 kW.
By now you may be asking “what is power factor and how
can I avoid paying this penalty?” Without getting too technical, sometimes it takes more power to run a device than you’d
expect, because of a special kind of inefficiency. The actual
power used by your device is measured in kW, and that’s what
you’re charged for. A little more technically, power factor is a
measure of efficiency: Real Power (the amount your device
actually uses) divided by Apparent Power (the total power that
6				
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goes into the device). For example, 80 kW (Real Power) ÷
100 kVA (Apparent Power) = 80%.
Very simply, power factor is a measure of how efficiently you
use the electricity provided to you by your utility. Most industrial facilities and many commercial and institutional facilities
have many inductive loads, such as, motors, transformers and
relays, which require magnetizing current to operate. This
magnetizing current is measured in kVAR. When the utility
supplies this kVAR it uses additional distribution capacity. That
is why Public Service Commissions have mandated that utilities bill at a higher rate when a customer doesn’t use power in
an efficient manner.
Let’s take a look at a slightly more technical definition of power
factor. All users need kilowatts to do the useful work done in
any facility. This is referred to as real power. However, an
additional component of electricity, reactive power or kVAR, is
needed to supply magnetizing
current to motors, transformers and relays. The sum
of these two components
is referred to as apparent
power or kVA. In the example
below, the customer initially
uses 100 kW at a power factor of 70%. This requires the
utility to supply 142 kVA for
the customer’s needs, since
they are also providing the kVAR. If the customer provides the
kVAR by installing capacitors, he can raise his power factor to
95% and reduce the apparent power (kVA) he needs to 105
kVA. This reduces what the utility has to supply; and, consequently, reduces the customer’s electric bill.
Besides increasing the power factor, installing capacitors can
also improve your voltage, increase your system efficiency
by lowering your line losses and even increase your system
capacity, reducing or possibly eliminating capital expansion
expenses. Since the utility will not have to deliver this kVAR
along its distribution and transmission lines, the reduced
losses along these lines will also lower your carbon footprint.
Are you interested in learning more about how you might be
able to increase your power factor to reduce your electric bill?
Read further at these web addresses:
http://www.powerstudies.com/articles/PowerFactorBasics.pdf
https://www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/bestpractices/pdfs/mc60405.pdf
http://michaelbluejay.com/electricity/powerfactor.html

MEMBER NEWS
Five-year Partner Member DeSoto Oceanview Inn in Hollywood, FL has benefited from a brief video (preceded by a bank
ad) which may be viewed at http://articles.moneycentral.msn.
com/Investing/stock-ticker-video.aspx?ticker=US%3ALFUGF
&vid=3d244e34-5ded-42fd-1ad7-4b2946574821. The video
was produced by HBO and shown on cable as part of their
green program.
Stephen Welsch, Owner and Manager, said the video came
about because of his rapt interest in gaining attention for his
property. He says he’s done almost everything possible to be
green, and has worked hard at marketing his property. As a
product of his marketing along with two awards (the Wildlife
Federation and the State of Florida), he’s gained a lot of attention with online search engines resulting in top listings for
green hotels in southern Florida.
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Stephen says, “At least 25% of all our inquiries are a result of
our GHA membership—either from our listing on GHA’s website or because of the GHA logo posted on our website. It’s
been an excellent relationship.”

ENERGY STAR AND GHA MEMBERS
by Jennifer Campbell, GHA Online and Social Media Director

Wow! The Energy Star website is really cool and has lots of
free tools. I signed up for a webinar on January 13th about
Green Building Certifications like Energy Star and LEED. Below is the information on how to partner with and apply for the
official Energy Star Label for your building.
US EPA’s Energy Star has a lot of offer GHA members through
their huge website. Of course, their main focus is to help all of
us reduce energy usage. GHA’s and our members’ purpose in
getting involved with Energy Star is certainly to reduce energy
bills, but it’s also to gain attention and new business because
of those energy-reducing activities.
There are two main ways for hotels and accommodations to
get involved with Energy Star, and they can be accomplished
in the order you prefer. One first step is to join or become
a partner of Energy Star through their Hospitality track: see
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=hospitality.bus_
hospitality to partner with Energy Star. The second way of
getting involved with Energy Star is to work on gaining Energy
Star labeling for your building.

ENERGY STAR For Hospitality
ENERGY STAR is a joint program of the US Environmental
Protection Agency and the US Department of Energy helping
us all save money and protect the environment through energy
efficient products and practices. Partnering with ENERGY
STAR is a commitment to the financial value of your corporation as well as to the environment.
What You Can Do:
■ Join ENERGY STAR. Becoming an ENERGY STAR partner
is easy. Simply fill out an ENERGY STAR Partnership Agreement. There is no cost to partner with ENERGY STAR or
use ENERGY STAR promotional materials. As part of your
partnership commitment, you agree to: Measure, track and
benchmark energy performance; develop and implement a
plan to improve energy performance adopting the ENERGY
STAR strategy and educate your staff and the public about
your partnership and achievements with ENERGY STAR.
■ Prepare an Energy Strategy for the
Future. Where are you now, and where
are you headed?
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marking your hotel—a program offering hospitality building
owners and managers free tools to help measure energy
performance, set goals, track savings and reward improvements. Review frequently asked questions about the hotel
rating model.
■ Assess the performance of your hotel/s with the Hospitality
Benchmarking Starter Kit. Determine if your hotel is eligible
for benchmarking. Please note, resorts can now measure and
track their energy performance
in Portfolio Manager.
■ Participate in Online Training
Sessions—free online training
to help you improve the energy
performance of your organization.
■ Purchase ENERGY STAR qualified products to save energy
throughout the hotel. The EPA resources below are designed
to assist procurement officials in smart purchasing decisions.
Take advantage of online training to understand the full range
of purchasing opportunities.
■ Learn how service providers can offer energy management
solutions for hospitality. ENERGY STAR Service and Product
Providers (SPPs) have the experience and access to the tools
needed to implement energy efficient strategies that are right
for you.
■ Learn about energy information services. Tracking a
building’s energy performance provides a building owner or
manager with critical knowledge to make improvements to the
building’s operations and reduce energy consumption. Find
companies that offer automated benchmarking. Now you can
obtain the ENERGY STAR energy performance rating and
greenhouse gas emissions information from listed companies.
■ Communicate your energy management efforts to customers, shareholders and peers. Use the Challenge Toolkit
communications materials to learn about energy efficiency,
find creative ways to communicate your commitment to energy
efficiency, grow your participation with ENERGY STAR and
celebrate your success.
■ Pursue the Designed to Earn the ENERGY STAR for new
hotel construction. Designing commercial building projects to
achieve the ENERGY STAR helps architects and their clients
save money, save energy, prevent carbon emissions and
answer EPA’s call to fight global warming.
■ Learn about other energy management initiatives in the
hospitality industry.
How to Apply for the official ENERGY STAR
Label for your building

■ Establish a comprehensive energy
management program using the Guidelines for Energy Management—a proven
strategy for superior energy management
with tools and resources to help each step of the way.

Start at http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=evaluate_
performance.bus_portfoliomanager_intro.

■ Read the Hospitality Fact Sheet—The EPA, through its ENERGY STAR® program, provides partners with guidelines for
superior energy management built on the practices of industry
leaders. Use these guidelines to increase profits, enhance the
comfort of your guests and focus more resources on meeting
your business objectives. Learn about the benefits of bench-

1. Determine if the building meets the eligibility requirements.
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Follow the six steps below to qualify your building as ENERGY
STAR.

2. Login to Portfolio Manager and enter the required energy
and building information.
3. Determine if the building achieves a rating of 75 or above.
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4. Validate the Statement of Energy Performance (SEP) and
Data Checklist by having a Licensed Professional (i.e. Professional Engineer or Registered Architect) sign and stamp the
SEP and sign the Data Checklist.
The role of the Licensed Professional is to verify that all energy
use is accounted for accurately, that the building characteristics have been properly reported (including the square footage
of the building), that the building is fully functional in accordance with industry standards and that each of the indoor
environment criteria has been met.
The Licensed Professional should reference the 2010 Licensed Professional’s Guide to the ENERGY STAR Label for
Commercial Buildings for guidance in verifying a commercial
building to qualify for the ENERGY STAR.
5. Read and understand the ENERGY STAR Identity Guidelines.
6. Mail the signed Letter of Agreement and signed and
stamped Statement of Energy Performance (SEP) along with
the signed Data Checklist to EPA (postmarked within 120 days
of the SEP Period Ending Date). Please note: an official
Letter of Agreement will be provided for download in Portfolio
Manager.
NOTE: The ENERGY STAR is awarded for a specific year. A
building that has earned the ENERGY STAR becomes eligible
to reapply one year after the last energy data included in the
SEP submitted as part of the previous year’s application. The
EPA conducts periodic reviews on randomly selected ENERGY
STAR labeled buildings to monitor that all standards are met.

Howdy Hospitality Battery Holder!
ALLY MEMBER Hospitality Battery Holder specializes in
exactly what their name says. Most hotel electronic locks
use a battery pack which is expensive and must be replaced
about once a year after the batteries
die. Most battery packs are simply
two to six AA batteries packaged as
a group. The battery holder offers
the opportunity to use the batteries of your preference and/or to use
rechargeable batteries. This will permit hotels to save money
while protecting our environment!

“Green” Hotels
Association®
P. O. Box 420212
Houston, TX 77242-0212
Return Service Requested
Committed to encouraging, promoting and supporting
ecological consciousness in the hospitality industry.
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The Electronic Lock Battery Holder offers hoteliers a method
for replacing expensive manufacture-specific batteries with
inexpensive, standard AA batteries. The holder is easy to use
and can be introduced to most electric locks that currently
require expensive, wrap- around style batteries that can be replaced by rechargeable versions. The compact battery holder
is equipped with a dual or three-wire connector specifically
designed to be compatible with the most popular brands of
electronic locks. The holder houses up to six AA batteries and
could be used to bypass conventional wrap-around batteries to
supply power to electronic locks.
The Regal Sun Resort Orlando installed the Hospitality Battery
Holders in its 626 electronic door locks and expects to save
over $8,000 dollars within 5 years. Join The Regal Sun Resort
and others on the campaign to reduce electronic locking
system battery waste! To learn more about the product, visit
hospitalitybatteryholder.com.

2011 GUESTROOM STICKERS
Your member property may purchase 2011 guestroom stickers
now rather than waiting until later in the year when your membership comes due.
To be sure all guests, clients and staff recognize your property’s ecological awareness and
your 2011 “Green” Hotels Association membership daily, post
GHA’s guestroom sticker in each
and every guestroom and all public restrooms. Remind everyone
at your property every single day
of your property’s very important
environmental stance!
Item 91011:
Each...$1, 100-199...90¢ ea, 200-499...80¢ ea, 500+...70¢ ea
Shipping: Add $5

ORDER TODAY! CALL 713/789-8889 NOW!
FINAL WORDS . . .
“The ice caps are melting, Leonard. In the future, swimming
won’t be optional.”
Sheldon, in The Big Bang Theory (TV Series)

